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Music 

Grade II 
 

Genre: Pop 

 

August – October 

Content Window Development Focus 

 

Component:  

Music and Singing 

 

 Develop awareness for:  

 pitch and scale 

 melody 

 a sense of dynamics 

 Differentiate between loud and soft sounds. 

 Understand and differentiate between high 

and low sounds. 

  

Component:  

Instrument Knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Develop awareness for playability of an 

instrument 

 Experience playing the following 

instruments: 

 guitar 

 keyboard 

 Develop a sense of beat by tapping feet to: 

 a guitar strum 

 piano beats 

 

Component: 

Basic scales in singing 

 

 Develop awareness for:  

 Basic Scales (Do Re Mi Fa So La Ti)  

 Basic Raag circle (Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha 

Ni) 

 Identify songs by listening to the tune. 

Selected songs for the segment 

Western:  

 Doe a deer  

 The tongue 

 Rainbow song 

Eastern:  

 Teri meri aesi dosti 

Cultural/Patriotic:  

 Jazba Junoon 

 Dil Dil Pakistan 

Learning through song:  

 Alif Bay Pay (Urdu alphabets song) 

 

Doe a Deer 

 

Let’s start at the very beginning… 

The very best place to start… 

When you read you begin with A, B, C 

When you sing you begin with Do, Re, Me 

Do, Re, Me 

The Tongue Song 

 

Do the words that we say 

Help to make a brighter day? 

Do they add something to our lives? 

Are they grateful enough, 

Do they build each other up 



The first three notes just happen to be Do Re 

Me 

Do Re Me Fa So La Ti Do! 

 

Doe, a deer, a female deer 

Ray, a drop of golden sun 

Me, a name I call myself 

Far, a long, long way to run 

Sew, a needle pulling thread 

La, a note to follow so 

Tea, a drink with jam and bread 

That will bring us back to Do Oh Oh Oh 

Do Re Me Fa So La Ti Do! 

 

Do -A deer, a female deer 

Ray, a drop of golden sun 

Me, a name I call myself 

Far, a long, long way to run 

Sew, a needle pulling thread 

La, a note to follow so 

Tea, a drink with jam and bread 

That will bring us back to Do 

 

And are they careful to be polite? 

 

The tongue’s a tiny part of the body, but 

Such enormous harm can be done by it 

Every time we open our mouths 

We need to think... before we speak 

 

Do we whinge do we whine 

Do we grumble all the time 

When we’re not getting our own way? 

Do we lie, do we blame, 

Do we call each other names 

And are we rude in things we say? 

 

The tongue’s a tiny part of the body, but 

Such enormous harm can be done by it 

Every time we open our mouths 

We need to think… before we speak 

 

The Rainbow Song 

 

Red and yellow and pink and green 

Purple and orange and blue 

I can sing a rainbow 

Sing a rainbow 

Sing a rainbow too 

Listen with your eyes 

Listen with your ears 

And sing everything you see 

I can sing a rainbow 

Sing a rainbow 

Sing along with me 

Red and yellow and pink and green 

Purple and orange and blue 

I can sing a rainbow 

Sing a rainbow 

Sing a rainbow too 

 

Jazba Junoon 

 

Hai jazba junoon toh himmat na haar 

Justajoo jo karey who chuay asmaan 

Mehnat apni ho gi, pehchan kabhi na bhoolo 

Sab ki nazron mein Pakistan, kabhi na bhoolo 

Pakistan hai tumhara, Pakistan hai humara 

Apna ghar, apni sar zameen 

Sab kuch hai, bas yaheen, itna to hai hum ko 

yakeen 

Teri Meri Aisi Dosti 

 

Sub say mahangee hai Chalti rahtee hai 

Rookti nahin dosti dosti teri meri aisi dosti 

 

Tere liye mere liya hai sub ke liye dosti 

Dosti, ho hur jaga aisi dosti 

 

Jab hum dum milay, sub kuch milay 

Karna nahi phir tuu shikway gilay hooooo… 

Kuch deke jati hai, leke jaati hamaysha 

Dosti dosti, teri meri aisi dosti 



Barhna hai aagey har kadam, jab tak hai dam 

mey dam 

Ho gi kabhi himmat na kam 

 

Hai jazba junoon toh himmat na haar 

Justajoo jo karey who chuay asmaan 

Mehnat apni ho gi, pehchan kabhi na bhoolo 

Sab ki nazron mein Pakistan, kabhi na bhoolo 

Pakistan hai tumhara, Pakistan hai humara 

 

Dukh sukh sahti hai, pal pal bahtee hai 

Dehkhoo dosti dosti, teri meri aisi dosti 

 

 

Yadain bhaee hain, sapnay bhi hain 

Ghairon main kuch jahaan apnay bhi hain 

Hooooooo… 

 

Sub say mahangee hai Chalti rahtee hai 

Rookti nahin dosti dosti teri meri aisi dosti 

 

Tere liye mere liya hai sub ke liye dosti 

Dosti, ho hur jaga aisi dosti 

Dil Dil Pakistan 

 

Aisy zameen aur aasmaan, in kay siwa jana kahan 

Barhti rahay yeh roshnee, chalta rahay yeh karwaan 

Dil dil pakistan, jan jan Pakistan 

 

Dil dil say miltay hain to pyaar ka chehra banta hay 

Phool ik larhee main piroyain to phir sehra banta hay, chehra banta hay 

dil dil pakistan, jan jan pakistan 

 

Ghar apna to sub ko jee jaan say pyaara lagta hay, pyaara lagta hay 

Hum ko bhee apnay hur armaan say say taara lagta hay, pyaara lagta hay 

 

Dil dil pakistan, jan jan pakistan 

dil dil pakistan, jan jan Pakistan, dil 

 

November – January 

Content Window Development Focus 

 

Component: 

Music and singing 

 

 

 Sing in a group ‘choir’. 

 Identify melody and words of a song by only 

listening to the music. 

 Learn pauses in a song. 

 Develop awareness for the concept of start 

and stop. 

 Develop awareness that the pause is as 

important as the note. 

 Develop a sense of timbre:  

 play with and explore a variety of sound-

making materials 

 classify sounds by the way they are 

produced 

 

Component:  

Instrument Knowledge  

 

 

 Identify high and low scales in an instrument. 

 Develop awareness for ‘musical expression’. 

 Identify happy and sad sounds on an 

instrument. 

 Catch the scale and beat ‘by changing the 

tempo in mid-song’. 

 



 

Component:  

Basic scales in singing 

 

 Develop awareness for:  

 singing in scale and tapping feet in 

rhythm along with an instrument  

 basic Scales (Do Re Mi Sa Fa So La Ti)  

 basic Raag circle (Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni) 

Selected songs for the segment 

Western:  

 Living and learning 

 The solar system song 

Cultural/Patriotic:  

 Hum zinda qaum hein 

 Sohni Dharti 

Learning through song:  

 Jugnu (Song about fireflies)  

Living and Learning 

 

Sun up in the morning 

Time to get a-moving 

There’s a day for living 

And there’s work to be done 

 

Minutes turn to hours, 

Seeds becoming flowers, 

Everything around us is a-moving along 

 

The earth it keeps turning 

Everything around us is a-moving along 

We’re living and learning 

Living and a-learning as the day goes on 

 

Getting on together 

Helping one another 

Living in the rhythm as we journey on 

Summer into winter, 

Streams becoming rivers, 

Everything around us is a-moving along 

 

The earth it keeps turning 

Everything around us is a-moving along 

We’re living and learning 

Living and a-learning as the day goes on 

 

The Solar System Song 

 

I am the Sun, I'm a burning ball of fire 

I'm very big indeed. Life on earth depends on me. 

I am the Sun. 

 

I am Mercury, I'm the closest planet to the Sun. 

I'm a ball of iron, I have no moons. 

I am Mercury. 

 

I am Venus, I'm the same size as the Earth but I 

spin the other way and much more slowly. 

I have no water. I am Venus. 

 

I am the Earth, the place where we all live. 

There is land and lots of sea so I look blue. 

I have a moon. I am the Earth. 

 

I am Mars, I'm a rocky, red planet. 

My mountains are the highest in our solar system. 

I have 2 moons. I am Mars. 

 

I am Jupiter. I'm a gas giant. 

I'm the biggest and I spin the fastest. 

I have the biggest moon. I am Jupiter. 

 

I am Saturn. I'm a gas giant. 

My rings are made of ice.  Titan is my biggest 

moon. I am Saturn. 

 

I am Uranus. I'm an icy gas giant. 

I'm the coldest planet in our solar system. 

And I have rings made of dust. I am Uranus. 

 

I am Neptune. 

I'm an icy gas giant. I'm the farthest planet from 

the sun. I have many storms. I am Neptune. 

 

We are The Solar System 

We are the solar system 



Hum Zinda Qaum Hain 

 

Hum zinda quam hain paainda quam hain 

Hum zinda quam hain painda quam hain 

Hum sab ki hai pehchan, hum sab ka Pakistan 

Pakistan Pakistan Pakistan 

Hum sab ka Pakistan 

 

Har dil ke ufaq per hai chand ek sitara ek, 

Hai kalma bhi wahid, parcham bhi humara ek 

Hum yak dil hum yak jaan 

Hum yak dil hum yak jaan 

 

Hum zinda quam hain painda quam hain 

Hum sab ki hai pehchan, hum sab ka Pakistan 

Pakistan Pakistan Pakistan 

Hum sab ka Pakistan 

 

Ikhlaas yaqeen tanzeem hai milat ka 

manshoor 

Har chara o manzil per milat ke dil ka noor 

Allah Nabi Quran 

Allah Nabi Quran 

 

Hum zinda quam hain painda quam hain 

Hum sab ki hai pehchan, hum sab ka Pakistan 

Pakistan Pakistan Pakistan 

Hum sab ka Pakistan 

 

Sohni Dharti  

 

Sohni Dharti 

sohni dharti Allah rakhay 

qadam qadam aabad 

qadam qadam abaad tujhay 

qadam qadam abaad tujhay 

 

tera har ik zara humko apni jaan see piyara 

tere dum see shan humari tujh see naam humara 

jub tuk hai yai duniya baqi 

hum dekhain azad, hum dekhain azad tujhay 

hum dekhain azaad tujhay 

 

sohni dharti Allah rakhay 

 

teri pyaari sajh djaj ki hum itni shaan barhaaein 

aane wali naslein teri azmat ke gun gaaein 

jub tuk hai yeh dunya baaqi  

hum dekhein azaad, hum dekhein azaad tujhe 

 

sohni dharti Allah rakey qadaam qadaam abaad 

qadaam qadaam abaad tujhay 

qadaam qadaam abaad 

sohni dharti Allah rakhay 

 

 

Jugnu  

 

Dekho kaisi roshni hai ayi meray peechay peechay  

Jesay aasmaan se taray agaye hon neechay neechay  

Maghrib horahi hai aur andhera bhi horaha hai chirya sogayi hai par dekho kon jag utha hai  

 

Taaray jagmaga rahay hein, Jugnu timtima rahay hein 

Timtima rahay hein, timtima rahay hein  

 

Makhi machar aur makoray, in sab hi ko peechay choray  

Jugnu aesa pyaara keera, noorani nirala keera  

Hatheliyon pe meri chamkay bottle mein bharoon yeh sab mein choti choti urti mashalen  

 

 

Taaray jagmaga rahay hein, Jugnu timtima rahay hein 

Timtima rahay hein, timtima rahay hein 

 

 

February – April 

Content Window Development Focus 

 

Component: 

Music and Singing 

 

 

 

 Develop awareness for a sense of song 

structure:  

 verse 

 chorus 

 bridge 



 

 Sing solo without an instrument. 

 Pick up the scale without any help. 

 

Component: 

Instrument Knowledge 

 

 

 Develop awareness for the differences 

between:  

 Eastern instruments 

 Western counterparts 

 Identify isolated sounds of instruments and 

objects. 

 Identify musical instruments, their types and 

origins.  

  

Component: 

Basic scales in singing 

 Develop awareness for:  

 singing in scale with an instrument  

 basic Scales (Do Re Mi Sa Fa So La Ti)  

 basic Raag circle (Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha 

Ni) 

Selected songs for the segment 

Western:  

 Sing along shapes 

 You are my sunshine 

Eastern:  

 Teri hai zameen tera aasmaan 

Cultural/Patriotic:  

 Yaaron yehi dosti hai 

 Shukriya Pakistan 

Learning through song:  

 Makhi (Song about body parts)  



Sing Along Shapes Song 

 

Shapes, Do you like Shapes 

Shapes, I like Shapes 

Do you like Shapes of all kinds? 

Let’s see what Shapes we can find. 

 

Can you find the circle? 

I’ll give you a clue. It’s round and it has only one 

side. That’s the one, you got it right! 

 

Can you find the square? 

I’ll give you a clue, it has 4 sides. They’re all the 

same length.  That’s the one, you got it right! 

 

Can you find the triangle? 

I’ll give you a clue. It has 3 sides. 1, 2, 3. The 

sides can be equal or different lengths. 

That’s the one you got it right! 

 

Can you find Rectangle? 

Two sides are long and two sides are short. 

There are 4 sides in total. 

 

That’s the one you got it right! 

circle, square, triangle, rectangle, heart, star, 

arrow, diamond 

You Are My Sunshine 

 

You are my sunshine 

my only sunshine 

You make me happy 

when skies are grey 

You’ll never know, dear 

how much I love you 

Please don’t take my sunshine away 

 

You are my sunshine 

my only sunshine 

You make me happy 

when skies are grey 

You’ll never know, dear 

how much I love you 

Please don’t take my sunshine away 

 

 

Makhi  

 

Main yunhi bethi thee khayaalon mein gum 

Ke aik moti makhi urti aayi aik dum 

Bhib bhin bhin bhin bhin bhin bhin 

Bethay gi kahan who bethay gi kahan? 

 

Bethi who meray ghutnay par aray aray aray 

Hilaaya pair hilaya sar aray aray aray 

Bethi who meray ghutnay par 

Hilaaya pair hilaaya sarr makhi uri idhar udhar 

phela k apne par 

Phela k apne par 

 

Bethi who meri naak par aray aray aray 

Hilaaya pair hilaaya sar aray aray aray 

Bethi who meri naak par hilaaya pair hilaaya 

sar 

Makhi uri idhar udhar phela k apne par 

Phela k apne par 

 

Teri hai Zameen Tera Aasmaan 

 

Teri hai zameen tera aasmaan tu bara 

meherbaan tu bakshish kar 

Sabhi ka hai tu sabhi tere, Khuda mere tu 

bakshish kar 

 

Teri hai zameen tera aasmaan tu bara 

meherbaan tu bakshish kar 

Sabhi ka hai tu sabhi tere, Khuda mere tu 

bakshish kar 

 

O… teri marzi se ae maalik hum is duniya mein 

aaye hein 

Tum log chup kyoon ho gaye gaao na bachoo, 

gaao 

Teri marzi se ae malik hum is duniya mein aaye 

hein 

Teri rehemat se hum sab ne yeh jism aur jaan 

paaye hain 

Tu apni nazar hum par rakhna kis haal mein hain 

ye khabar rakhna 

 

Teri hai zameen tera aasmaan tu bada 

meherbaan tu bakshis kar 

Sabhi ka hai tu sabhi tere, Khuda mere tu 

bakshish kar 



Yaaron Yehi Dosti Hai 

 

Yaaron yeh hi dosti hai, Oh kismat se jo mili hai 

Sab sang chalen, Sab rang chalen 

Chaltey rahen hum sada 

Yaaron yeh hi dosti hai, Mm kismat se jo mili 

hai 

Sab sang chalen, Sab rang chalen 

Chaltey rahen hum sada 

 

Tootey na kabhi saath yeh 

Chhutey na kabhi haath yeh 

Apni to hai yehi dua... 

 

Chaltey rahen hum tum 

Yun hi bardtey rahen hum tum 

Khushiyon ke sung hum tum sada 

 

Ohh yaaron yeh hi dosti hai, Kismat se jo mili 

hai 

Sab sang chalen, Sab rang chalen… 

 

Shukriya Pakistan 

 

Mitti key taveez bna kay, Naam watan ka galy 

laga, Her her mushkil sey hath churra key 

Teray sarey khwaab bacha key 

Bus itna kehny aye hen 

 

Shukria Pakistan Pakistan Shukria 

Muskura Pakistan Pakistan Muskura 

Koi bhi aisa naam na aye, jis mein Pakistan na 

aye, Koi bhi kaam na aye jis men Pakistan na 

aaye 

 

Roshan Soraj charh aye toh, phir koi bhi sham na 

aye, Is mitti ko haath laga kay, Maathy pey ye 

khaak laga key, Rakha dil k saath laga key 

Naam sey pehly paak laga key 

Bus itna kehny aaye hen 

 

Shukria Pakistan Pakistan Shukria 

Muskura Pakistan Pakistan Muskura 

Naam tera youn saath laga key 

Naam key aagy zaat laga ke, Jis jis baat mein tu 

rehta hai, Dil sey her woh baat laga key 

Bus itna kehnay aye hein 

Shukria Pakistan Pakistan Shukria 

Muskura Pakistan Pakistan Muskura 

 


